
  FIRE BY NIGHT
   

 "Reflections Upon Reflections" [of The Father's Heart] 

         ...."You, in Your great compassion, did not forsake them in the wilderness; The pillar of
cloud did not leave them by day, to guide them on their way, or the pillar of fire by night, to light
for them the way in which they were to go".... Nehemiah 9:19 NASB 

                                                     January 29th

ONCE WE HAVE AN "IMAGE" EMPOWERED BY THE HOLY
SPIRIT IN OUR HEARTS NOTHING CAN GET IT OUT - AS WE
CONTINUE TO EXERCISE A STEADFAST FAITH

Words of prophecy:                                                                            

* One becomes what they "behold".

"behold" - regard; gaze upon; discern;

"gaze" - to look at steadily or intently;

...."Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
liberty [emancipation from bondage, freedom] [Isa. 61:1, 2]. And all of us, as
with unveiled face, [because we] continued to behold [in the Word of God] as in a
mirror the glory of the Lord, are constantly being transfigured into His very own
image in ever increasing splendor and from one degree of glory to another; [for
this comes] from the Lord [Who is] the Spirit".... 2 Corinthians 3:17-18 The
Amplifed Translation

Once we have an "image" [revelation, vision, dream] empowered by the
Holy Spirit in our hearts then NOTHING can get it out and it will surely come to
pass - again, in ways that are "exceeding abundantly beyond the exceeding
abundantly" - as we continue to exercise a steadfast faith .

...."as he/she thinketh [holds to] in his/her heart, so is he/she".... Proverbs
23:7 NASB



...."the vision is yet for the appointed time; It hastens toward the goal and it
will not fail. Though it tarries, wait for [hold fast in faith to] it [in your heart];
For [as you do] it will certainly come, it will not delay".... Habakkuk 2:3 NASB

Prayer of Proclamation:

Father, we thank You and praise You for the various dreams, visions and
revelations You have blessed [divinely empowered] us with. In the light of these
things, we set ourselves to diligently hold to these precious images You have
placed in our heart - with a view to seeing the fullness of Your Kingdom-purpose
unfold in this most critical and glorious hour. And we declare it DONE [on an
ongoing basis] in Jesus' Name - to Your greatest Glory. Amen. 

...."Now to Him Who, by [in consequence of] the [action of His] power that
is at work within us, is able to [carry out His purpose and] do superabundantly,
far over and above all that we [dare] ask or think [infinitely beyond our highest
prayers, desires, thoughts, hopes, or dreams] - to Him be glory in the church and
in Christ Jesus throughout all generations forever and ever. Amen [so be it]"....
Ephesians 3:20-21 The Amplified Translation


